
WHO WE ARE
Bilingual Books, Inc. is a worldwide 
leader in the creation of foreign language 
learning products. The Seattle-based 
company has sold millions of copies 
of its highly-acclaimed products in 20 
languages to travelers, international 
executives, schools and students.

WHAT WE DO
We’re passionate about languages.  
That’s our sole focus. And, we’re 
committed to bringing the magic of 
learning a new language to everyone by 
developing innovative language learning 
products.

PHILOSOPHY
Anyone can learn a foreign language. It 
doesn’t have to be difficult and it doesn’t 
have to take years. It can be enjoyable 
and it can be something that fits easily 
into anyone’s daily routine.

LANGUAGE MAP® SERIES
The Language Map® Series is an absolute 
must-have for anyone venturing abroad! 
Featuring the most important words travellers 
use, these clever language guides give you 
exactly what you need at a glance. “Where is 
the hotel?”, “I need a taxi” and other
essential phrases are right at your fingertips. 
Take them everywhere, from sandy beaches 
to busy marketplaces. They’re so thin, you 
can easily slip four or five into your bag—one 
for each country on your tour. Practical and 
convenient, they’re a traveller’s
dream come true!
Includes:
· Over 1,000 words and phrases
· Snap-open and fold design
· Laminated and durable
· Lightweight and portable
· Categories: Meeting People, Questions,
Money, Numbers, Telephone & Internet, Mail, 
Calendar, Time, Shopping, Sightseeing, 
Transportation, Dining, Emergencies, Hotels, 
Room Service … and More!

Language Maps Single-Pocket 
Plexi Display with Dividers

9780944502983 ce N/C

ARABIC a language map® 9780944502181 mf $9.95

CHINESE a language map® 9780944502877 mf $9.95

DARI a language map®  
November 2010

9781931873918 mf $10.95

FARSI a language map® 9781931873925 mf $10.95

FRENCH a language map® 9780944502013 mf $9.95

GERMAN a language map® 9780944502020 mf $9.95

GREEK a language map® 9780944502761 mf $9.95

HAWAIIAN a language map® 9780944502174 mf $9.95

HEBREW a language map® 9780944502884 mf $9.95

INGLÉS un mapa del lenguaje® 9780944502143 mf $9.95

ITALIAN a language map® 9780944502037 mf $9.95

JAPANESE a language map® 9780944502136 mf $9.95

NORWEGIAN a language map® 9780944502129 mf $9.95

PASHTO a language map®  
September 2010

9781931873901 mf $10.95

POLISH a language map® 9780944502778 mf $9.95

PORTUGUESE a language map® 9780944502112 mf $9.95

RUSSIAN a language map® 9780944502907 mf $9.95

SPANISH a language map® 9780944502044 mf $9.95

SWAHILI a language map® 9781931873970 mf $9.95

VIETNAMESE a language map® 9780944502785 mf $9.95
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This book/interactive CD-ROM Series will 
have everyone speaking a foreign language in 
no time.  The 132-page books are filled with 
exercises, Sticky Labels, Flash Cards and other 
study tools which fit cleverly into a daily routine 
to make learning enjoyable.  The new interactive 
CD-ROM brings these 10 minutes a day® study 
tools to the computer so there are more ways 
to play and have fun learning a new language. 

Includes:
· 10 minutes a day® Book
  A full-size illustrated book containing 132 

colorful pages filled with practical exercises 
and unique study tools to learn the most 
important words and phrases used by 
travellers, professionals and students.

· Bonus Study Tools
  150 Sticky Labels, Flash Cards, crossword 

puzzles, word games, take-along menu guide

· Interactive CD-ROM
  – Interactive Sticky Labels and Flash Cards   
     turn practicing into a game!
  – Learn, review, then test new language 
     skills in a colourful interactive environment   

  accompanied by music and sound effects
  – Combines the 10 minutes a day® quality and   

  successful methodology with new computer  
  technology

ARABIC in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873000 bm $29.95

CHINESE in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873017 bm $29.95

FRENCH in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873024 bm $29.95

GERMAN in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873031 bm $32.95

HEBREW in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873048 bm $32.95

INGLÉS en 10 minutos al diá®  
con CD-ROM

9781931873055 bm $29.95

ITALIAN in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873062 bm $29.95

JAPANESE in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873079 bm $29.95

NORWEGIAN in 10 minutes a 
day® with CD-ROM

9781931873086 bm $29.95

PORTUGUESE in 10 minutes a 
day® with CD-ROM

9781931873093 bm $29.95

RUSSIAN in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873109 bm $32.95

SPANISH in 10 minutes a day® 
with CD-ROM

9781931873116 bm $29.95

10 minutes a day® with CD-ROM Series

Sample Screens



10 minutes a day®  
AUDIO CD Series
The 10 minutes a day® AUDIO CD is a complete 
program that immerses the senses—hear, say, 
see, touch, read and write!  This easy-to-use 
language kit is designed to develop an immediate 
speaking ability.  The focus is on success, 
practicality and fun!

Includes:
· Six full-length CDs with eight hours of 

personalized audio instruction
 – An entertaining audio program that uses    

  personalized instruction to teach listeners  
  how to speak with ease.

  – A personal tutor guides listeners through    
  each step—introducing a new word and  
  practicing it with them.

 – Specially designed CDs can be used on  
  their own or as an audio companion to the   
  book.

· The 132-page 10 minutes a day® Book

· Bonus study tools including 150 Sticky Labels 
and more!

FRENCH in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD

9781931873871 bm $69.95

GERMAN in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD

9781931873895 bm $69.95

ITALIAN in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD

9781931873888 bm $69.95

SPANISH in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD

9781931873864 bm $69.95



AUDIO CD Wallets
An entertaining audio program that uses 
personalized instruction to teach listeners how 
to speak a foreign language with ease.

· A personal tutor guides listeners through each 
step—introducing a new word and practicing 
it with them.

· The wide range of voices acquaints listeners 
with a variety of accents.

· Specially designed CDs can be used on their 
own or as an audio companion to the book.

Includes:
· Six full-length CDs with eight hours of   
  personalized audio instruction. 

Regular CD Wallets are in cardboard packaging. 
Library Editions are packaged in a plastic 
clamshell case.

FRENCH in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD Wallet

9781931873949 cd $51.95

GERMAN in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD Wallet

9781931873963 cd $51.95

ITALIAN in 10 minutes a day®  
AUDIO CD Wallet

9781931873956 cd $51.95

SPANISH in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD Wallet

9781931873932 cd $51.95

FRENCH in 10 minutes a day® 
AUDIO CD Wallet Library Edition

9781931873253 cd $51.95

GERMAN in 10 minutes a day®  
AUDIO CD Wallet Library Edition

9781931873260 cd $51.95

ITALIAN in 10 minutes a day®  
AUDIO CD Wallet Library Edition

9781931873277 cd $51.95

SPANISH in 10 minutes a day®  
AUDIO CD Wallet Library Edition

9781931873284 cd $51.95

Order Date: 
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Acct. Number: 

Back Orders?  Yes ■ No ■

Cancel Date:  

Ship Via:  Cheapest ■

Other: 

RAiNCOASt BOOkS, 9050 Shaughnessy Street, Vancouver, British Columbia V6P 6E5

Canadian toll-free phone: 1-800-663-5714• Canadian toll-free fax: 1-800-565-3770

phone: 604-323-7100 • fax: 604-323-7108 • e-mail: customerservice@raincoast.com

Orders must be submitted by December 1, 2010, and must be marked with promo code BBW11.  
For retailers only. One order only per account. Discount applies to a single ship-to address.  
Cannot be combined with any other orders. No EDi orders. Prices are subject to change without notice. 
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